Brandenberry Amish Furniture’s New Madrid Dining Collection Dining Set Gives Sleek Feel to Homes

The sleek, simplicity of the Madrid Dining Collection make a statement of unique, formal modern dining room comfort.

SHIPSHEWANA, Ind. (PRWEB) February 04, 2020 -- Homeowners looking for a dining room set with sleek, trendy sophistication will love the Madrid Dining Room Set from Brandenberry Amish Furniture in Shipshewana, Indiana.

The solid table top is built one inch thick with a two inch skirt around the mission edge top. This gives the impression that the tabletop is a hefty 3 inches thick throughout.

"The new Madrid Dining Room Set combines the simplicity of sleek tapering legs and solid top to make a statement of modern appeal." says Floyd Eash, furniture consultant at Brandenberry Amish Furniture.

Brandenberry offers complementary seating that enhances the modern feel – while adding a flair of comfort and sophistication. The Madrid Dining Table serves as the perfect companion to the Madrid Dining Room Chair with plush seating. Also, the Madrid Dining Table is available as a Pub Table with a forty-two or forty-eight inch round top and either a thirty-six inch standard height or an optional forty two inch height.

The Madrid Chair is a fully padded seat and backrest, the chair is both comfortable and elegant. Also, homeowners can choose any combination of the Madrid Dining Room Chair or Madrid Bar Chair.

The Madrid dining table is available in thirty-six, forty-four and fifty inch table top diameters. Customers are also able to select a solid top, a one twelve inch leaf or two twelve inch leaves adding up to twenty four additional inches to the solid wood Madrid table top.

As with other pieces of furniture from Brandenberry Amish Furniture, the Madrid Dining Room Set is custom-built by Amish furniture craftsmen. In addition, the Amish builders use regional hardwoods and other quality components. As a result, the table set is incredibly sturdy and durable. In fact, with proper care, it should become a family heirloom.

The table set can be ordered online or by visiting Brandenberry’s ‘brick and mortar’ store in Shipshewana, Indiana. Also, homeowners can customize the collection. Custom preferences include the wood specie, finish and hardware, plus choice of fabrics – or leather.

About Brandenberry Amish Furniture
Brandenberry Amish Furniture is located at 1045 N. State Road 5 in Shipshewana, at the intersection of State Road 5 and US 20, near the Indiana Toll Road. The store is open Monday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and by appointment.

Brandenberry Furniture opened its doors in 2008. The Brandenberry Furniture concept allows customers to design the furniture of their dreams…to explore the rich woods and stains that only nature can offer. Nothing matches the feel, the smell and the weight of hickory, oak, cherry, maple…real woods that come to life in an Amish handcrafted piece. They are meant to last a lifetime and beyond.
Whether a customer’s favorite style is Mission, Traditional, Modern or something in between, if Brandenberry Furniture doesn’t carry it, their craftsmen will build it to specification.

Brandenberry Furniture offers everything from bedroom and dining collections to home accessories, patio and exclusive furniture pieces. Browse our easy-to-use website with detailed photographs and information, and you’ll find furniture categorized by room (including family room, dining room, bedroom, office, children’s) as well as by wood species (including oak, hickory, cherry, elm, maple, pine and cedar) and style.
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